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BA
How does prior experience shape skilled performance in structured environments? We use skilled typing of
natural text to evaluate correspondence between performance (keystroke timing) and structure in the environment (letter uncertainty). We had ⬃350 typists copy-type English text. We reproduced Ostry’s (1983)
analysis of interkeystroke interval as a function of letter position and word length, that showed prominent
first-letter and midword slowing effects. We propose a novel account that letter position and word length
effects on keystroke dynamics reflect informational uncertainty about letters in those locations, rather than
resource limited planning/buffering processes. We computed positional uncertainty for letters in all positions
of words from length one to nine using Google’s n-gram database. We show that variance in interkeystroke
interval by letter position and word length tracks natural variation in letter uncertainty. Finally, we provide a
model showing how a general learning and memory process could acquire sensitivity to patterns of letter
uncertainty in natural English. In doing so, we draw an equivalence between Logan’s (1988) instance theory
of automatization and Shannon’s measure of entropy (H) from information theory. Instance theory’s predictions for automatization as a function of experience follow exactly the uncertainty in the choice set being
automatized. As a result, instance theory stands as a general process model explaining how context-specific
experiences in a structured environment tune skilled performance.

Public Significance Statement
We used skilled typing as a task to investigate underlying cognitive processes involved in
skilled action sequencing. In general, the major finding was that variation in typing performance at
the letter level (how fast or you slow a typist types particular letters) can be well-explained by the
statistics of letter occurrences as they appear in natural text. Our findings have implications for
cognitive theory, and may also be useful for guiding typing curriculum for training typing skill.
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Theories of cognitive processes run along a continuum from
specific to general. On one extreme, cognitive phenomena are
explained in terms of dedicated modules (Fodor, 1983) that give
rise to cognition by the specialized principles of their internal
processing architecture. On the other extreme, cognitive phenomena are explained in terms of general learning and memory processes (Jacoby & Brooks, 1984; Kolers & Roediger, 1984;
Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986) that give rise to cognition by
applying general processing principles to experience in structured
environments (Clark, 2008). Valid theories produce explanations
of phenomena by deduction from their processing assumptions,
and then compete with other valid theories on the basis of parsimony. When phenomena are explained by general processes, specialized accounts remain sufficient, but not necessary; and, vice
versa. We continue in this tradition by proposing and validating a
general process account of keystroke dynamics in skilled typing
performance. We show that keystroke dynamics can emerge from
a general memory process sensitive to structure (uncertainty) in the
natural language environment.
We identified the following prerequisites as necessary for our
approach. We assume that performance is driven by learning
processes sensitive to the structure in the environment. So, we
require a tool for describing the structure of environmental inputs.
And, we require a model that articulates how learning about the
structure of an environment produces performance. Finally, we
require a task where the relation between performance and a
structured environment can be measured. We use information
theory (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) to measure the structure of the
letters that typists’ type, instance theory (Logan, 1988) to model
how typists’ performance is shaped by the typing environment, and
the task of continuous typing (Logan & Crump, 2011) to measure
keystroke dynamics as a function of the structure in the typing
environment.
There are many typing phenomena to explain (Salthouse, 1986),
and several existing models of typing (Heath & Willcox, 1990;
John, 1996; Logan, 2018; Rumelhart & Norman, 1982; Wu & Liu,
2008). Our goal here was not to provide another general model of
typing, and we expect that our model will fail to explain many
aspects of typing performance. Instead, we focus our efforts empirically and theoretically as follows. Empirically, we examine
whether typing performance is constrained by structure in the
natural language. Theoretically, we propose a general processing
account that predicts how structure in the natural language should
constrain typing performance. These aims contribute to the broader
goals (beyond the scope of this paper) of determining whether
specialized or general accounts are necessary or sufficient to
explain typing performance, and then adjudicating between them.
We focused on two typing phenomena, the word-initiation/firstletter slowing effect, and the midword slowing effect, which are
both observed in continuous copy-typing of words presented in
sentences. First-letter slowing refers to longer keystroke times for
letters in the first position of a word compared to other letters.
Midword slowing refers to an inverted U shaped pattern, with
longer interkeystroke intervals (IKSIs) for letters in the middle of
a word compared to letters at the beginning and ending of a word.
First-letter and midword slowing were clearly demonstrated by
Ostry (1983), who showed systematic effects of letter position and
word length on IKSIs.

We chose these phenomena for two reasons. First, both phenomena have been explained in terms of specialized processes, and
it remains unclear whether those accounts are necessary to explain
the phenomena. Second, we have not found work replicating
Ostry’s (1983) results, and Salthouse (1986) suggested that effects
of word length do not systematically influence interkeystroke
intervals, so the effects of letter position and word length on
interkeystroke interval remain unclear.
First-letter slowing has been explained in terms of planning and
buffering processes associated with typing a whole word
(Salthouse, 1986). For example, the time associated with retrieving
a motor program for a word, parsing the word into letters, planning
the sequence, or initiating the execution of the sequence after it is
buffered, could cause the first letter in a word to be produced more
slowly than other letters. Midword slowing has been explained in
terms of rising interference from ongoing sequencing, or from
microplanning of syllables that occur in the middle of words (Will,
Nottbusch, & Weingarten, 2006). These explanations rely on
largely unspecified planning and execution processes.
To develop an alternative, we entertained a simple question: are
more predictable letters typed faster than less predictable letters?
More specifically, we wondered whether natural variation in letter
uncertainty as a function of letter position and word length would
magically (in the sense of Miller, 1956) correspond to the observed
variation in interkeystroke intervals as a function of letter position
and word length. Such a demonstration would license consideration of how a general learning process sensitive to letter uncertainty could explain effects of letter position and word length on
interkeystroke intervals.
Prior work shows that typists are sensitive to structures in the
text the type. For example, IKSIs are correlated with letter and
bigram frequency (Behmer & Crump, 2017; Grudin & Larochelle,
1982; Salthouse, 1984; Terzuolo & Viviani, 1980), trigram frequency (Behmer & Crump, 2017), and word frequency (Vinson,
2017). Individual keystroke times are influenced by the immediate
letter context in which they occur (Gentner, 1982; Shaffer, 1973).
IKSIs are also influenced by orthographic structure (Massaro &
Lucas, 1984; Pinet, Ziegler, & Alario, 2016; Will et al., 2006).
Finally, IKSIs are much shorter for letter strings from a natural
language, compared to random letter strings (Behmer & Crump,
2017; Shaffer & Hardwick, 1968). These demonstrations suggest
that typing performance is partly determined by a learning process
sensitive to structure inherent to natural texts.
Following Shannon and Weaver (1949), we use information
theory as a tool to measure structure in natural texts. The summary
statistic H measures the entropy or uncertainty in any discrete
probability distribution of a set of items. H goes to 0 for distributions that are perfectly predictable (e.g., when one item occurs
100% of the time). H goes to its maximum value for distributions
that are completely unpredictable, fully entropic, or maximally
uncertain (e.g., when all items occur with equal probability).
Shannon’s H is defined as:
H ⫽ ⫺ 兺 plog2p
where p is the probability of occurrence for each item in a given
distribution. H is the number of bits needed to represent the
distribution. To apply this to letter uncertainty, consider the set
of the 26 lowercase letters from a to z. For this set, H can range
from 0 to ⬃4.7. H approaches 4.7 as letter probabilities ap-
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proach a uniform distribution, indicating all letters are equi1
1
probable, H ⫽ 兺 26
log2 26
⫽ 4.7004. H by definition is less than
4.7 for all unequal letter probability distributions, where some
letters occur with higher or lower probabilities than others.
Most important, H can be calculated for any letter probability
distribution. For example, if separate letter probability distributions for every letter position across words of every length in
natural English text could be obtained, then the letter uncertainty
for each position by word length could be calculated; and, correspondence between letter uncertainty and interkeystroke intervals
as a function of letter position and word length could be evaluated.
Our empirical question also ties into the well known application
of information theory to choice reaction time (RT) performance.
For example, Hick (1952), and Hyman (1953) showed that choice
RT, which was known to increase as a function of set-size, increases linearly as a function of choice uncertainty in the set
(measured by H), rather than set-size per-say. Although there are
numerous exceptions to the Hick-Hyman law (for a review see,
Proctor & Schneider, 2018), we are not aware of any work that has
determined whether typing performance (a continuous 26-AFC
choice-task, assuming lower case for convenience) depends on
letter uncertainty. If typing performance does depend on letter
uncertainty, then a model based explanation of the dependency is
required.

Overview of Present Study
We first reproduce Ostry’s (1983) analysis of interkeystroke
intervals as a function of letter position and word length. We used
the dataset collected by Behmer and Crump (2017), who had 346
typists copy type five paragraphs of natural English text. Then we
estimated letter uncertainty in natural English for each letter position in words of different lengths. We used letter frequency
counts from Google’s Ngram project provided by Peter Norvig,
who made tables of separate letter frequency distributions as a
function of letter position and word length. We converted these
frequency distributions to letter probability distributions to calculate letter uncertainty (H) for each letter position in words of length
one to nine. We show that natural variation in letter uncertainty can
explain large portions of variance in interkeystroke intervals as a
function of letter position and word length; and, we develop a
formal model of these results using the instance theory of automatization (Logan, 1988). In the general discussion we evaluate
whether planning accounts of first-letter and midword slowing
remain necessary in light of the present findings.

Method
We reanalyzed copy-typing data from 346 participants who
completed an online typing task (Behmer & Crump, 2017). The
procedure was approved by the institutional review board at
Brooklyn College of the City University of New York. Participants
were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, and used a
web-browser to copy-type five paragraphs from the Simple English Wiki (average 131 words each), and perform additional typing
tasks (such as typing random letter strings and English-like nonwords). See the supplementary materials for additional details
about the design.
We used R for all the analyses, figure generation, model simulation, and to write this paper as a reproducible article. All of the
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code necessary to reproduce this article can be found at https://osf
.io/bdnqr/.
For each subject, we applied the following preprocessing steps
to their performance on the five English paragraphs. We included
IKSIs only for keystrokes involving a lower case letter, and only
for correct keystrokes that were preceded by a correct keystroke.
Outlier IKSIs were removed for each subject, on a cell-by-cell
basis, using the Van Selst and Jolicoeur (1994) nonrecursive
moving criterion procedure, which eliminated approximately 3%
of IKSIs from further analysis.

Results
Typing Performance
For each subject, we calculated mean IKSIs as a function of
letter position and word length (see Figure 1). Visual inspection of
1 shows that mean IKSIs for first positions were generally longer
than mean IKSIs for other positions; and, that mean IKSIs in
middle positions were generally longer than mean IKSIs in surrounding positions.
To assess first-letter slowing, we compared first versus second
position IKSIs for words with two to nine letters (see Figure 2A).
We submitted mean IKSIs to a 2 ⫻ 8 repeated-measures ANOVA
with letter position (1st and 2nd) and word length (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9) as factors. We found a significant main effect of letter
position, F(1, 345) ⫽ 381.42, MSE ⫽ 24,325.26, p ⬍ .001,
2
ˆ G
⫽ .213, showing slower typing speeds in the first position (⫽
229 ms) as compared to the second (⫽ 147 ms). We also found a
significant main effect of word length, F(7, 2415) ⫽ 496.38,
2
MSE ⫽ 590.11, p ⬍ .001, ˆ G
⫽ .056, and an interaction between
word length and letter position, F(7, 2415) ⫽ 110.07, MSE ⫽
2
⫽ .010. Generally speaking, the first-letter
457.30, p ⬍ .001, ˆ G
slowing effect increased with longer words, plateauing at word
length eight.
To assess midword slowing, we adopted the same procedure as
Ostry (1983): From each word length, we selected the position
with the longest RT between positions three through nine as the
middle. We then compared typing performance from the middle
position to the second position across words with five to nine
letters (see Figure 2B). We submitted mean IKSIs to a 2 ⫻ 4
repeated measures ANOVA with letter position (2nd and middle)
and word length (5, 6, 7, and 8) as factors. We found a significant
main effect of letter position, F(1, 345) ⫽ 426.38, MSE ⫽ 838.52,
2
p ⬍ .001, ˆ G
⫽ .049, showing slower typing speeds for the middle
position (⫽ 176 ms) as compared to the second position (⫽ 156
ms). We also found a significant main effect of word length, F(4,
2
1380) ⫽ 151.42, MSE ⫽ 334.05, p ⬍ .001, ˆ G
⫽ .028, and a
significant interaction between word length and letter position,
2
F(4, 1380) ⫽ 58.89, MSE ⫽ 249.25, p ⬍ .001, ˆ G
⫽ .008. As with
first-letter slowing, the midword slowing effect increased as a
function of word length and plateaued at word length eight.

Letter Uncertainty by Position and Word Length
The primary question of interest was whether natural variation
in letter uncertainty explains variance in mean IKSI by position
and word length. We estimated letter uncertainty by position and
word length from Google’s Ngram database (https://books.google
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Figure 1. Mean interkeystroke intervals (ms) as a function of word length (panels) and letter position. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals around the mean typing speed.

.com/ngrams), which provides frequency counts of letters and
words occurring in Google’s corpus of millions of digitized books.
Letter frequency counts for letters a to z, for each position in words
from length one to nine, were obtained from Peter Norvig’s website (http://norvig.com/mayzner.html).
For each of the 45 letter frequency distributions (position ⫻
word length), we computed Shannon’s H (entropy) to quantify
letter uncertainty. We converted each letter frequency distribution

to a probability distribution and then calculated H for each distribution. Figure 3 displays estimates of letter uncertainty (H) as a
function of letter position and word length (unigram: circle/solid
line). We discuss the H values for the bigram estimates in a
following section.
To our knowledge this a novel analysis of how letter uncertainty
in natural English varies by word length and position. We were
interested in whether letters appearing the first position of words

Figure 2. Panel A shows first-letter slowing as mean IKSI (ms) differences between second and first letter
positions as a function of word length. Panel B shows mean IKSI differences (ms) between the middle and
second letter positions as a function of word length. The middle position indicates the peak middle letter position
from each word length. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals around the mean difference scores.
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Figure 3. Letter uncertainty (H, from Google n-gram corpus) for each letter position as a function of word
length and calculated using unigram position probabilities (square) or conditionalized using n ⫺ 1 bigram letter
probabilities (triangle).

would have larger H values than letters in other positions; and,
whether letters appearing in the middle of words would have larger
H values than letters appearing around the surrounding positions.
Visual inspection of the graph shows letters in the first position
have generally larger H values than other positions, and letters in
the middle positions have generally larger H values than letters
surrounding the middle position. This suggests that natural variation of letter uncertainty across position and word in English may
account for aspects of the first-letter and midword slowing phenomena in typing.

Letter Uncertainty and Mean IKSI
If the Hick-Hyman law applied to continuous typing we would
expect a neat linear relationship between mean IKSIs and letter
uncertainty. Figure 4 shows a plot of mean IKSIs taken from all
positions and word lengths against letter uncertainty (panel A).
A linear regression with group mean IKSIs (collapsed over
subjects) as the dependent variable, and letter uncertainty as the
independent variable showed a significant positive trend, F(1,
43) ⫽ 11.82, p ⫽ .0013, R2 ⫽ 0.22 (IKSI ⫽ 59.75 ⫹ 30.49 ⴱ H).
We also conducted separate linear regressions for each subject and
found similar results. For example, the mean correlation was r ⫽
.67 (SE ⫽ 0.0089); mean R2 ⫽ 0.48 (SE ⫽ 0.0091); and mean p ⫽
.021 (SE ⫽ 0.0058).

Interim Discussion
We can conclude that letter uncertainty as a function of position
and length explains a small amount variation in mean IKSIs during
continuous typing. The present analysis does not provide strong

evidence that a process sensitive to letter uncertainty causes both
first-letter and midword slowing. For example, all of the first
position mean IKSIs are longer than mean IKSIs for other positions at comparable levels of letter uncertainty. And, a linear
regression on the group mean IKSIs including letter uncertainty
and position (first letter vs. other letter) as independent variables
explains much more variance, R2 ⫽ 0.86, p ⬍ .001, than the
regression only including letter uncertainty.
This pattern invites a dual-process interpretation. For example,
first-letter slowing could be explained by a planning process that
increases first position IKSIs as a function of word length. Longer
words have more letters, thus plan construction and buffering is
assumed to take more time before sequence production begins. At
the same time, the finding that letter uncertainty does explain some
variance in mean IKSI across position suggests that sequence
production is also influenced by a process sensitive to letter
uncertainty.

Letter Uncertainty by Position, Word Length,
and n ⴚ 1 Letter Identity
Determining whether first-letter and midword slowing could
emerge from a process sensitive to letter uncertainty depends on
how letter uncertainty is calculated. Letter uncertainty can be
calculated from any discrete probability distribution of letters. In
the previous section we somewhat arbitrarily calculated letter
uncertainty separately for each letter position in words of length
one to nine. However, the number of alternative schemes is vast.
For example, we could further conditionalize position by word
length probability distributions by the identities of letters occurring
in any position n ⫺ 1 to n ⫺ x, or n ⫹ 1 to n ⫹ y of a specific
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Figure 4. Mean interkeystroke interval (ms) for each letter position and word length is plotted as a function
of letter uncertainty (H) calculated using unigram position probabilities (A) or conditionalized using n ⫺ 1
bigram probabilities (B).

position. Furthermore, we could conditionalize letter distributions
upon any permissible number of preceding or succeeding n-grams
(groups of letters).
Although an exhaustive calculation of letter uncertainty is beyond the scope of this paper, we nevertheless took one further step
and calculated letter uncertainty by position and word length,
conditionalizing upon n ⫺ 1 letter identity (referred to as bigram
uncertainty in Figure 3). Fortunately, Norvig (http://norvig.com/
mayzner.html) also provided bigram frequency counts from the
Google Ngram corpus as a function of position and word length.
We calculated letter uncertainty in the following manner. First
position letters have no preceding letter, so H as a function of word
length was identical to our prior calculation. For letters in positions
two to nine, for all word lengths, we calculated H for every n ⫺ 1
letter identity, multiplied each H by the overall probability of each
letter in the n ⫺ 1 position,1 and then took the sum of the Hs to
create a weighted mean H. For example, the second position of a
two-letter word has a maximum of 26 letter probability distributions, one for each possible n ⫺ 1 letter (a to z). We calculated H
for all n ⫺ 1 distributions, weighted the Hs by the probabilities of
each n ⫺ 1 letter, then took the sum of the weighted Hs as the
mean letter uncertainty for that position. Panel B of Figure 3 shows
mean H conditionalized by n ⫺ 1 letter identity, as a function of
letter position and word length.
Unsurprisingly, letter uncertainty is decreased when n ⫺ 1 letter
identity is known. Compared to the unigram uncertainty measures,
we see that H for letters in positions two to nine is much lower
when n ⫺ 1 letter identity is taken into account. More important,
the pattern of H in Figure 3 much more closely resembles the
pattern of mean IKSIs in Figure 1.
Figure 4B displays a scatterplot of mean IKSIs as a function of
letter uncertainty conditionalized by letter n ⫺ 1 identity across

positions and word length. A linear regression on mean IKSIs
using the new measure of letter uncertainty as the independent
variable showed a strong positive relationship, F(1, 43) ⫽ 101.48,
p ⬍ .001, R2 ⫽ 0.70 (IKSI ⫽ 77.00 ⫹ 34.31 ⴱ H). Including n ⫺
1 letter identity into the estimate of letter uncertainty clearly
allowed H to explain much more variance in mean IKSIs compared to the previous measure of H.
Finally, we conducted a linear regression that included letter
position (first position vs. other position) along with H (conditionalized by n ⫺ 1 letter identity, position, and length). That model
explained the largest amount of variance, R2 ⫽ 0.88, p ⬍ .001,
compared with all previous models. We discuss this finding with
respect to explanations of first-letter and midword slowing in the
general discussion.

An Instance-Based Model
We have shown that variation in mean IKSIs as a function of
letter position and word length can be well explained by natural
variation in letter uncertainty conditionalized by letter n ⫺ 1
identity, position, and word length. The correlational nature of this
evidence prevents any causal conclusions about how variation in
mean IKSI might be caused by variation in uncertainty. In the
General Discussion we discuss further steps for future work to
establish causality by experiment. In addition to empirical work, it
is also necessary to provide a working process model that articulates how variation in letter uncertainty could cause variation in
mean IKSIs. In this section, we establish theoretical plausibility by
showing that letter uncertainty influences on performance can be
1
Thanks to reviewer Michael Masson for suggesting we weight H for
each n ⫺ 1 letter distribution as a function of n ⫺ 1 letter probability.
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explained in terms of Logan’s (1988) instance theory of automatization.

Prior Modelling Work
Before describing our modelling approach, we first point out
that instance-based models have already been used to explain RT
phenomena that depend on informational uncertainty. For example, Jamieson and Mewhort (2009) showed that a variant of
MINERVA 2 (Hintzman, 1984, 1986, 1988), an instance-based
theory of memory, can explain performance in a variety of serial
RT tasks (e.g., Nissen & Bullemer, 1987), and explain the dependence of choice RTs on the Hick-Hyman law (Hick, 1952; Hyman,
1953). Both are critical antecedents to the present work, and we
discuss each in turn.
In a typical serial RT task, participants identify the location of
a stimulus that could appear in one of four locations as quickly and
accurately as possible. In this task, performance depends on the
predictability of the target locations. When the location of the
stimuli vary randomly from trial-to-trial, little to no learning is
observed (mean RTs do not decrease much with practice. When
the location of the stimuli follows a hidden repeating sequence,
learning is observed (mean RTs get much shorter with practice).
Jamieson and Mewhort (2009) conducted a version of the SRT
using probabilistic sequences that varied in informational uncertainty. They found that people learned more as the uncertainty in
the sequence decreased (became more predictable). Furthermore,
they modelled those results with MINERVA 2, thereby demonstrating that an instance-based model learns about sequences as a
function of the amount of information in the sequence. There are
clear parallels between typing and the SRT task, in that typing is
a real-world task in which people learn to produce sequences that
vary in their informational uncertainty.
Next, Jamieson, and Mewhort (2009) showed that the same
model can account for performance in a choice RT task that varies
stimulus uncertainty. In particular, they applied the model to a
classic design by Hyman (1953), and showed that it could simulate
the major finding that mean reaction was a linear function of
informational uncertainty in sets of choices.
So, Jamieson, and Mewhort (2009) have already developed an
instance-based explanation of how variation in mean RT for a set
of items depends on the information (uncertainty) in the set. We
assume that, in principle, we could have used their model to
simulate the process of learning type letters as they occur in
different letter positions and word lengths, and then evaluate
whether the model also predicts that mean IKSIs would very as a
function of letter uncertainty in those contexts. However, we chose
to evaluate predictions from a different instance-based model
(Logan, 1988), which allowed us to assess whether instance models that are computationally quite different, nevertheless produce
similar predictions.

Modelling Uncertainty with the Instance Theory of
Automatization
Logan’s (1988) instance theory provides an account of how
performance becomes automatized with practice. We will show
that this instance theory is also sensitive to uncertainty in the sets
of stimuli it encounters over practice. More specifically, we will
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draw an equivalence between instance theory and the information
theoretic measure of H, and show that instance theory predictions
for performance are nearly identical to H. As a result, instance
theory, like MINERVA 2, becomes a process model of the HickHyman law, which posits that RTs are a linear function of the
uncertainty in a choice set.
Instance theory models learning as a function of practice in
terms of cue-driven retrieval of stored memory traces (like other
global memory models, Eich, 1982; Hintzman, 1988; Humphreys,
Pike, Bain, & Tehan, 1989). A new unique trace is preserved in
memory every time a response is given to a stimulus. When a
familiar stimulus is encountered again, it automatically triggers the
retrieval of all stored instances of the stimulus. The timing of the
memory-based response to a current stimulus is treated as a race.
Whichever memory trace is retrieved first wins the race. As a
result, the memory-based RT to respond to a stimulus is determined by the retrieval time associated with the fastest memory
trace for that stimulus. The retrieval times for every memory trace
are assumed to vary, and can be sampled from any desired distribution.
In other words, instance theory models practice based performance speed-ups (power law of learning) in terms of sampling
extreme values from a growing retrieval time distribution. As the
number of memory traces grows, the range of the retrieval time
distribution also grows, such that the minimum value of the distribution (shortest retrieval time) is more likely to be smaller for
distributions with more than fewer memory traces. As a result, RTs
will tend to be shorter for more practiced than less practiced
stimuli, because more practiced stimuli have a better chance of
retrieving a fast memory response than less practiced stimuli.

Hyman (1953)
We first demonstrate that the instance theory of automatization
can reproduce the results of Hyman (1953). Hyman ran three
choice RT experiments, all involving responding to one of eight
lights with a learned vocal response for each light. Across experiments, the number of items, frequency of items, and sequential
probability of items were systematically varied to produce many
different choice sets with different amounts of uncertainty. Experiment 1 had eight conditions, varying the number of alternatives
from 1 to 8. Within each condition, each alternative appeared
equally often. Experiment 2 had eight conditions, each involving
different numbers of alternatives, but within each condition specific items appeared with higher or lower probabilities than other
items. Experiment 3 had eight conditions, each condition involved
different numbers of alternatives, and the probability of specific
items appearing depended on the identity of the previous item.
Hyman calculated the information in bits (H) for each condition in
each experiment, which ranged from 0 to 3 (see Hyman, 1953, for
tables showing the probabilities of each item in each condition).
Hyman showed that mean RT in each condition was a linear
function of the number of bits for the choice set in each condition.
We conducted a simulation in R to model instance theory
predictions for mean RT across all conditions in the three experiments (see supplementary materials or the repository for the
code). Our approach to simulating instance theory predictions was
to model RTs for an average subject to respond to a specific item,
given some number trials of practice with responding to the item.
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We treat all items as completely independent, such that when a
particular stimulus is presented, it only retrieves traces specific to
the history for that stimulus. In our implementation we assumed
that memory retrieval times are sampled from a normal distribution with M ⫽ 500, and standard deviation ⫽ 100. If a subject had
practiced responding to an item 10 times, they would have 10
traces in memory, which would each have a particular retrieval
time determined in our model by randomly sampling 10 numbers
from the retrieval time distribution. The shortest retrieval time in
that sample would be the model’s RT after 10 practice trials. Of
course, different subjects would have 10 randomly different memory traces, and the RT for the shortest RT in the sample will vary
by chance. We were interested in estimating the average shortest
retrieval time that would be expected given some amount of
practice. Using Monte-Carlo simulation, we found an estimate by
creating 5,000 sets of samples (sample-size determined by amount
of item-specific practice) from the retrieval time distribution, computing the minimum value in each sample, and then computing the
mean of the minimum values across samples. Using this strategy
we can compute expected mean RTs for a stimulus based on how
many times it has been practiced.
To extend this approach to the Hyman (1953) design, for each
condition we computed the amount of practice for each item (given
the overall amount of practice), found the average minimum retrieval time for each item, then averaged over the RT estimates for
each item to get an estimate of the mean RT for the condition.
Figure 5, shows simulated mean RTs for each condition as a
function of bits in each condition. We evaluated the model across
different amounts of practice (10, 50, 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000). As
is clear from the figure, instance theory predictions for mean RT in
each condition are correlated with the amount of uncertainty in
each condition; and the variance explained tends toward 1, as the
amount of practice is increased.
This simulation extends prior work by Jamieson and Mewhort
(2009), and shows that a wider range of instance models are
capable of explaining the Hick-Hyman law. We suggest a novel
finding here is the remarkably close fit between simulated mean
RTs and H. In particular, it appears that instance theory makes

exact predictions about H as practice tends toward a large n, and
that simulated mean RTs are related to H by the constants in the
regression lines.

Letter Uncertainty as a Function of Position, Word
Length, and n ⴚ 1 Letter Identity
We now apply the same instance model to generate predictions
for keystroke production times as a function of letter position,
word length, and n ⫺ 1 letter identity for typing natural English
text. We treated all 26 letters that could possibly occur in any
position for any word length, and preceded by any letter, as
completely unique and independent stimuli. For example, the letter
a occurring in all possible contexts was treated as separate stimuli,
with separate trace counts. This assumes traces for specific letters
are stored and retrieved in a context-dependent fashion (this assumption is consistent with a recent context-driven model of
ordering in typing Logan, 2018; and with prior empirical work
showing IKSIs for letters depend on surrounding letter context,
Shaffer, 1973; Gentner, 1982). We modelled the structure of
natural English using the letter probability distributions derived
from Norvig’s letter frequency counts by position and word length,
and n ⫺ 1 letter identity from Google’s Ngram corpus.
For convenience, we assumed that the retrieval time distribution
for each stimulus was sampled from a normal distribution with
M ⫽ 500, and SD ⫽ 100. Using R, we sampled retrieval times for
each stimulus from the normal distribution n times, where n was
the current number of memory traces for a given letter, that would
have been experienced with a particular frequency. Then we took
the minimum value from the sampling distribution as the RT for
that stimulus, given n amount of practice. We repeated this process
1000 times to estimate the expected mean RT (expected minimum
retrieval time) for the given frequency value for each letter in the
set. In this way, we estimated mean keystroke production times for
every letter position across different word lengths, collapsed across
letter n ⫺ 1 identity.
Last, we evaluated model predictions across four practice intervals, shown in Figure 6 as 50, 100, 500, and 10,000. These practice

Figure 5. Simulated mean RTs for each condition from Hyman (1953), as a function of number of bits in each
condition. Each facet represents amount of practice, from 10 to 5,000 traces.
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Figure 6. Each panel shows simulated mean IKSIs as a function of letter position and word length calculated
using the conditionalized n ⫺ 1 bigram probabilities. The numbers 50, 100, 500, and 10,000 refer to increasing
amounts of practice.

intervals refer to the total number of keystrokes typed. The individual letter frequencies for each practice interval (the number of
traces stored for each letter) were determined by multiplying each
letter probability by the total number of keystrokes in the practice
interval. The source code for the model is available in the repository for this article.
Figure 6 displays model predictions across increasing amounts
of practice, for mean IKSIs as a function of letter position and
word length simulated using the conditionalized letter n ⫺ 1
probabilities. As expected, simulated mean IKSIs shorten with
practice. More important, at each stage in practice, simulated mean
IKSIs across letter and word length show the same pattern as
measures of letter uncertainty (e.g., as shown in Figure 3).
To show the relationship between simulated IKSI and H, we
conducted linear regressions on simulated IKSIs using letter uncertainty as the independent variable. Figure 7 shows that letter
uncertainty nearly perfectly explains the variance in simulated
keystroke time, with R2 tending toward 1 with practice.
In summary, we have shown that the instance theory of automatization (Logan, 1988) provides an account of the Hick-Hyman
law. In other words, instance theory predictions for mean RT for a
set of independent choices depend on the amount of uncertainty,
measured in terms of bits, in the set of choices. To state this
differently again, the predictions for mean RTs for sets of items
that vary in uncertainty, are identical to H, and but scaled by
constant factors. We note that we did not ask how well instance
theory predictions for mean typing time as a function of position
and word length explain variance in the observed mean IKSIs.
Although we could conduct that analysis, it would be redundant
with the analysis using letter uncertainty values to explain variance
in observed mean IKSIs, because instance theory converges on the
same vector as the information theoretic measure of uncertainty.

General Discussion
Using data from a large N study of continuous typing performance, we reproduced Ostry’s (1983) demonstration that mean
interkeystroke interval systematically varies as a function of letter
position and word length; and, reproduced evidence for first-letter
and midword slowing effects. We proposed that variation in mean
IKSI could be caused by a general learning process sensitive to
letter uncertainty across letter position and word length. We calculated letter uncertainty in natural English from Google’s large
corpus of digitized text, and showed that it can explain variance in
mean IKSI, especially when letter n ⫺ 1 identity is included in the
measure of uncertainty (R2 ⫽ 0.70). Finally, we show that instance
theory (Logan, 1988) can explain the Hick-Hyman law, and by
extension, successfully models how a general learning and memory process could produce typing performance as a function of
letter uncertainty.

Planning Versus Learning About Letter Uncertainty
We consider two related unresolved issues. First, does the
general learning and memory account do a better job of explaining
the data than the planning and buffering account? Second, does the
evidence presented in favour of a general learning and memory
rule out a planning account?
We found clear evidence that a model including position (coded
as first position vs. other positions), and H (conditionalized by
letter n ⫺ 1 identity, position, and word length) explained more of
the variance (R2 ⫽ 0.88), than a model that only included conditionalized letter uncertainty (R2 ⫽ 0.70). Our interpretation is
twofold. First, letter uncertainty clearly explains a large portion
of the variance; however, there is clearly additional variance
explained by adding a factor coding first letter versus other letter
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Figure 7. Each panel shows simulated mean IKSIs as a function of letter position and word length calculated
using the conditionalized n ⫺ 1 bigram probabilities. The numbers 50, 100, 500, and 10,000 refer to increasing
amounts of practice.

position. Based on this evidence, it appears that first-letter slowing
is not entirely driven by letter uncertainty, and thus we do not rule
out a planning account of first-letter slowing effects. However, we
suggest that first-letter slowing is likely not a process pure measure
of word-level planning time, because letter uncertainty in the first
position also explains some of the variance.
Indeed, prior theory and data in the typing domain strongly
support a role for planning at the word-level. For example, Logan
and Crump (2011) proposed a hierarchical two-loop theory of
typing: an outer loop generates words as plans to be sent to an
inner loop, which receives word-level plans and is responsible for
executing keystrokes in the correct serial order. The time taken by
the outer loop to generate a plan for typing a word is thus reflected
in the first-keystroke of a sequence of letters.
Logan (2018) recently developed a computational version of the
two-loop theory called a theory of Context, Updating, and Retrieval (CRU). CRU shows how similarity relationships between
vector-based context representations for letters as they appear in
words could be used by the inner loop to automatically sequence
keystrokes in a correct order. CRU assumes that first-letter slowing
must be partly attributable to the time taken to generate the context
vectors for a word; and, it provides a fully articulated account of
a word-level planning process (in our view a major achievement,
given the previous lack of formal description for this level of
processing). Additionally, Logan suggested that CRU may be able
to account for letter and bigram frequency influences on mean
IKSIs. However, CRU was not implemented to account for learning over the course of experience, and we think this is a worthwhile avenue for future modelling work. In addition to modelling
how mean IKSIs depend on n-gram frequency with practice, it be
worth determining whether the model also produces the same
patterns of mean IKSIs as a function of letter position and word
length, by virtue of becoming sensitive to the structure of letter
uncertainty in those contexts over the course of practice. Last,
CRU is a trace-based model, and would presumably inherit predictions for modelling practice effects from the instance theory of
automatization (Logan, 1988) that we employed here.

Inferential Limitations
Our application of instance theory (Logan, 1988) provides a
falsifiable theory of variation in keystroke dynamics across position and word length for continuous typing of natural English text.
The model predicts IKSIs will vary linearly as a function of H.
Empirically, we have shown correlational evidence that H explains
a large portion of the variance in IKSIs across position and word
length. At the same time, the model does not account for slowing
in the first-position, in that typists mean IKSIs were slower than
they ought to be given letter uncertainty in those positions.
It is important to note that we did not directly manipulate letter
uncertainty by position and word length. Instead, we view the
present study as a natural quasi-experimental design, where typists
are presumed to be exposed to natural varying conditions of letter
uncertainty across position and word length over the course of
their experience with typing.
Additional work is necessary to clearly show that typing time is
causally influenced by letter uncertainty. Evidence of this nature
could be provided in a couple ways. For example, if letter uncertainty as a function of letter position and word length varies in
different ways across languages, then IKSIs by position and length
should also vary across natural languages, following the languagespecific patterns of H. Experiments with nonword strings that
manipulate the pattern of letter uncertainty across position and
word length could also be conducted. Here, IKSIs by position and
length should correspond to the pattern of H in those strings.
However, it is unclear whether expert typists already familiar with
typing in one language would rapidly adapt their performance to
the novel letter uncertainties from the artificially generated strings.
In that case, following the Ebbinghaus approach to experimental
control by artificial stimuli, one might generate an artificial language with novel character symbols, create novel keyboards displaying the symbols, and then train participants to type structured
strings from the artificial language. In particular, it would be useful
to create two corpuses of text, with opposite patterns of letter
uncertainty across position and string length; and then assign
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different participants to each corpus. Presumably, participants’
mean IKSIs as a function of letter position and string length would
become dependent on corpus-specific letter uncertainty profiles.
Last, future work should determine the extent to which letter
uncertainty explains variance in composition typing. The data for
the present analysis were taken from a copy-typing task, where
subjects could read ahead and plan words and letters accordingly.
Composition typing requires that typists generate words and sentences during the act of typing. The extent to which our results
generalise to the case of composition typing is unclear, and we
expect that first-letter slowing effects would be greatly increased
during composition typing, reflecting the increased demands on
word and sentence construction compared to copy-typing.

Instance Theory and Skilled Sequential Action
Our findings fit well with prior work showing instance-based
influences over typing performance, and sequencing in general.
For example, borrowing from Masson (1986); Crump and Logan
(2010) showed that recent episodic experience with typing subsets
of letters shortens IKSIs for practiced letters, and suggested that
letter typing is driven by instance-based retrieval process.
Behmer and Crump (2017) (whose data set was reanalyzed here)
also found evidence that typists learn about the frequency structure
of letters, bigrams, and trigrams. For example, typing times were
negatively correlated with n-gram frequency, such that higher
frequency n-grams were typed faster than lower frequency
n-grams. More important, they showed that sensitivity to n-gram
frequency structure depends on level of expertise (e.g., slow vs.
fast typists). In particular, slower typists were more strongly correlated with letter frequency than bigram or trigram frequency,
whereas faster typists showed the opposite pattern of results. That
pattern was predicted by a serial recurrent network model
(Cleeremans, 1993; Elman, 1990), which overwrites its knowledge
about lower order structure (e.g., letter frequency) as it picks up on
higher order structure (e.g., bigram and trigram frequency) with
practice. However, instance theory suggests that typists do not lose
their knowledge of letter frequency, and indeed, when typists were
given the task of typing random strings, all of the fast typists
slowed down and showed very large correlations between letter
frequency and typing time, indicating they had not lost knowledge
at the letter level.
Instance theory could be applied to provide theoretically optimized practice schedules for learning to type in an optimal manner.
For example, an instance model could be trained to type sets of
texts, and learning curves plotting mean IKSI as a function of text
and practice would show how typing skill depends on letter uncertainty in the trained text. The applied question for everyday
typists is to determine which training texts (e.g., natural texts,
random letter texts, parametrically scaled approximations to natural text) provide optimal transfer of automatized typing performance to natural texts. We are optimistic that instance theory could
provide solutions.
Instance theory highlights the critical role of context for automatization, and implies that a broad range of experience with typing
letters in numerous contexts is likely an important factor in developing typing skill. As previously, mentioned typing performance
at the keystroke level is highly dependent on the immediate letter
context (Gentner, 1982; Salthouse, 1986; Shaffer, 1973). Instance
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theory allows for context dependency by assuming traces are
stored in a context-dependent fashion. A limitation of instance
theory is that it is agnostic, and possibly gratuitous, in specifying
which cues in environment are used as contexts to conditionalize
trace storage and retrieval. Our findings suggest at a minimum,
that typists are sensitive to letter uncertainty in a deeply contextspecific manner, including context specified by letter position,
word length, and letter n ⫺ 1 identity. The implication is that
experience with typing letters in all functional contexts is required
for automatizing letter typing, perhaps necessitating extended
practice as a means to experience letters in all of their contexts.
An important remaining question is to characterise the functional envelope of contextual cues mediating retrieval of stored
instances in typing. For example, letter identities or n-gram units at
positions n ⫺ x to n ⫹ y may also be effective contextual cues
mediating retrieval keystroke retrieval times. We suggest that
information theory may be used to characterise the natural horizon
of structure surrounding individual letters. For example, when we
took letter n ⫺ 1 identity into account, measures of H across letter
position and word length were dramatically reduced from 4.7,
because n ⫺ 1 letter identity is highly predictive of letter n identity.
However, we expect that expanding the calculation of letter uncertainty to include more preceding and succeeding letter identities
will show the natural envelope of H. In other words, letter identities at some remote location will eventually be unpredictive of
letter identities at the current position. We think it would be telling
if the natural span of the letter uncertainty envelope maps onto the
known rate limiting eye-hand copying spans in typing (Logan,
1983). For example, typing speed slows down as preview of
upcoming letters is restricted (Hershman & Hillix, 1965), and it
remains unknown how the size of the preview window corresponds to the natural span of letter uncertainty conditionalized on
succeeding letters. Some rate-limiting aspects of limited preview
may not reflect internal processing limitations (McLeod & Hume,
1994; Pashler, 1994a, 1994b), but could instead reflect external
constraints on the value of the information in the preview window.
Finally, we suspect our approach to applying instance theory to
typing makes overbroad assumptions about context independence.
We modelled mean IKSIs for each letter as a function of letter
frequency, conditionalized by n ⫺ 1 letter identity, position, and
word-length, and treated those variables as completely independent. For example, predictions for typing a in hat and that were
completely separate, because the a appears in different positions
and word lengths. In other words, we do not code orthographic
similarity at the word or substring level. However, we expect that
extending the model to include orthographic similarity (i.e., using
vectors like those employed in CRU, Logan, 2018), would be an
important next step. In general, instance theory assumes that traces
are retrieved as a function of similarity to an environmental stimulus, so we expect that some of the variance in individual letter
typing times is explained by retrieving traces not only directly
associated with specific details of a present context, but also by
more general details as a function of orthographic similarity.

Broader Implications and Conclusions
We are optimistic that the tools and approach used here could be
successfully applied to other domains beyond skilled typing (e.g.,
sequencing in music production). We found that information the-
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ory, despite its flexibility, was a useful measure of structure in the
typing environment. Generalist models of cognitive processes assume that cognition arises through interaction with a structured
environment. In addition to specifying the learning and memory
rules that extract the structure, it is equally valuable to improve
measurement of structure in the environment. Information theory
provides one flexible measurement framework for describing the
amount of redundant structure within any set of units in the
environment. When applied judiciously, it becomes theoretically
possible to define the limits of what a general learning process
could learn from an environment. These limits could be useful for
testing generalist theories against special process theories, especially when it can be shown that a specialized cognitive process
has more knowledge than could be provided by natural structure in
the environment.
Information theory spurred the cognitive revolution (Hick,
1952; Hyman, 1953; Miller, 1956), and although it was roundly
criticised (see Proctor & Schneider, 2018), we think it has descriptive value useful for characterising the structure in big data turning
the next revolution (Griffiths, 2015). Our demonstration of correspondence between instance theory (Logan, 1988) and measures of
uncertainty adds to the process models capable of accounting for
uncertainty mediated phenomena (for a review see, Proctor &
Schneider, 2018), and offers principled and falsifiable predictions
for future work.

Résumé
Comment les acquis de l’expérience façonnent-ils la qualité de
rendement dans un environnement structuré? Nous recourons aux
compétences en saisie de texte naturel pour évaluer la correspondance entre l’exécution (enchaînement des frappes au clavier) et la
structure au sein de l’environnement (incertitude relative aux
lettres). Nous avons demandé à 350 dactylographes de recopier à
la machine un texte en anglais. Nous avons reproduit l’analyse
d’Ostry de 1983 de l’intervalle entre les pressions des touches en
fonction de la position des lettres dans un mot et de la longueur des
mots, laquelle démontrait des ralentissements importants à la première lettre et au milieu du mot. Nous proposons une explication
innovante voulant que les effets de la position des lettres et de la
longueur des mots sur la dynamique de frappe dénotent une
incertitude informationnelle par rapport aux lettres à ces emplacements dans un mot, et que ces effets ne sont pas attribuables à une
planification limitée en ressources/à des processus tampons. Nous
avons calculé l’incertitude relative à la position des lettres à tous
les emplacements d’un mot de longueur 1 à 9 en recourant à la
base de données Ngram de Google. Nous démontrons que la
variation de l’intervalle entre les pressions des touches en fonction
de la position des lettres dans le mot et de la longueur du mot
permet de déterminer la variation naturelle dans l’incertitude relative aux lettres. Enfin, nous fournissons un modèle démontrant
comment un processus général d’apprentissage et de mémorisation
pourrait développer une sensibilité aux schémas d’incertitude relative aux lettres en anglais naturel. Nous établissons une équivalence entre la théorie de l’instance de l’automatisation de Logan
(1988) et la mesure de l’entropie de Shannon à partir d’une théorie
de l’information. Les prédictions de la théorie de l’instance de
l’automatisation en fonction de l’expérience dénotent exactement
l’incertitude face à l’ensemble de choix automatisé. Ainsi, la

théorie de l’instance s’impose en tant que modèle de processus
général qui explique comment, dans un environnement structuré,
les expériences propres au contexte déterminent la qualité
d’exécution.
Mots-clés : entropie, théorie de l’information, théorie de l’instance,
rendement, dactylographie.
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